If you love
NEIL GAIMAN, try . . .
ACROSS THE NIGHTINGALE FLOOR

NORTHERN LIGHTS

LIAN HEARN

PHILIP PULLMAN

Macmillan

Scholastic

Set amid the savage blood feuds of
medieval Japan, this magnificent saga
weaves an epic story of revenge and
treachery, honour and loyalty, beauty,
magic and unconquerable love.

In a glittering Arctic north of
armoured bears and witch–queens,
scientists are conducting experiments
of unspeakable terror. Does one girl
have the courage and cunning to
stop them?

AN ACT OF LOVE
ALAN GIBBONS

SOMETHING WICKEDLY WEIRD

Orion

CHRIS MOULD

As children, Chris and Imran are
inseparable blood brothers. Ten years
later they are sworn enemies, divided
by terrorism. Can their old bond
overcome an extremist plot in a world
of killing and terror?

Hodder

Crampton Rock is a peaceful fishing
village on a remote island, where all
seems crisp and cosy. But something
wicked has blown in with the wind . . .
Rollicking adventure with a gothic edge.

DANCING JAX

THE CHANGELING: BLOOD WOLF

ROBIN JARVIS

STEVE FEASEY

HarperCollins

Macmillan

In a dark, haunted house at the end of
the track, Jezza finds a book – a door
into a playing–card world of Jacks,
Queens and Kings, unicorns and
wolves. But this book is no fairytale.
It’s a gateway into hell.

Trey thinks he’s ordinary – until
he meets Lucien Charron, with his
luminous skin, odd powers, and eyes
that seem flecked with fire. Under
Lucien’s influence, Trey begins to
change. But what is he becoming?

MISTER CREECHER

THE CROWFIELD CURSE

CHRIS PRIESTLEY

PAT WALSH

Bloomsbury

Chicken House

Billy is an urchin and petty thief.
Mister Creecher is a monstrous giant
of a man who terrifies all he meets.
Now the two are bound together on
a bloody journey towards one target:
Victor Frankenstein.

It’s 1347. Will, an orphan boy, is living
at Crowfield Abbey. Sent into the
forest, he rescues a creature from
a trap – a fantastical being which
discloses a terrible secret. In the forest
behind the abbey, an angel is buried.

MONSTERS OF MEN

WHITE CROW

PATRICK NESS

MARCUS SEDGWICK

Walker

Orion

Three armies march on New
Prentisstown, each intent on
destroying the others. The electrifying
finale to the Chaos Walking trilogy
is a heart–stopping novel of power,
survival, and the devastating realities
of war.

In a sleepy coastal village, a gothic
mystery unfolds: the story of evil Dr
Barrieux and his grisly experiments
into the afterlife, which would make
angels weep, and the devil crow.
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